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EUR/USD: Not as cheap as it looks
While EUR/USD near 1.10 looks historically cheap, our Behavioural
Equilibrium Exchange Rate model actually suggests that EUR/USD is at
least 9% overvalued in real terms. This is primarily due to a significant
deterioration in the eurozone’s terms of trade induced by high energy
prices

BEER model suggests medium-term overvaluation
The recent rise in energy prices on the back of geopolitical developments in Ukraine have taken a
toll on the euro and other countries that rely heavily on importing energy commodities, especially
from Russia. The market consensus is that EUR/USD is currently cheap as it already embeds a
degree of geopolitical risk and significant Fed-ECB policy divergence. Yet a look at one medium-
term valuation metric suggests a rethink on what is the equilibrium value for the pair.

Our Behavioural Equilibrium Exchange Rate (or BEER) model aims at identifying medium-term real
mis-valuation in FX rates using productivity, terms of trade (export prices divided by import prices),
government consumption and current account data as explanatory variables. All data are from the
OECD and have quarterly frequency, which means that our model identifies a fair value for
EUR/USD as of 4Q21. The model includes data from 1999 and has an r-squared of 0.71.
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Source: ING

In the chart above, we show the historical real mis-valuation of EUR/USD to its BEER fair value,
which tends to oscillate around zero within a +/- 10.6% (1.5 standard-deviation band) and in most
instances corrected quite rapidly when reaching very expensive/cheap territory. This means that
the model tends to provide a rather accurate contrarian signal when the pair reaches or breaches
the limits of its 1.5 std. deviation band. This happened in multiple occasions between 2008 and
2014 (overvaluation), and more recently in 2016 and 2020 (undervaluation).

According to this model, EUR/USD is around 9-10% overvalued in real terms, which suggests the
current medium-term fair value for the pair could be close to parity.

Terms of trade has driven fair value lower
As shown in the chart below, EUR/USD BEER fair value has declined meaningfully since 4Q20. This
has been mostly due to a deterioration in the eurozone’s terms of trade relative to the US, which
has historically been the most significant variable driving EUR/USD fair value. Productivity, instead,
has been a rather stable factor, and only registered a shock in 1H20 as the pandemic hit, while the
current account and government consumption have on average had a very contained impact on
the EUR/USD fair value.

Source: ING
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Oil and energy prices are surely the most important driver of the EZ-US terms of trade differential.
Two dynamics have contributed to the significant drop in this differential: the record-high energy
prices and the increased energy independence of the US. As shown in the chart below, the
eurozone’s high dependence on oil imports means that the region’s terms of trade is strictly a
function of oil prices – also as a benchmark of other energy prices (i.e. gas).

Source: OECD, Refinitiv, ING

It must be noted that the terms of trade time series (chart above) has a quarterly frequency – the
latest value is 4Q21 – while the oil prices series is updated to the current market value. It shows
how the current EZ terms of trade has surely continued to deteriorate since the end of last year,
which has likely caused a further decline in the real EUR/USD fair value.

The balance between temporary and permanent
The purpose of our analysis is not to conclude that we expect a move in EUR/USD to the parity
area: we instead expect the pair to stabilise in the 1.12-1.13 region by the end of 2022 as the ECB
starts outlining its tightening cycle. We aim, instead, at signalling how any EUR/USD appreciation
will bring the pair close to levels of stretched overvaluation compared to its fundamentals (as
estimated in our BEER model).

This notion is in contrast with some commonly used measures of long-term FX valuation – like the
PPP, the Big Mac Index, or REER convergence – which all point at EUR/USD undervaluation.
However, these other approaches have less solid statistical basis, and we can see multiple
examples of currencies structurally diverging from those fair values.
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Source: ING, OECD, The Economist, BIS

As discussed above, it boils down to the terms of trade (ToT) to drive the EUR/USD fair value at the
moment, and the rise in energy prices has been the primary cause of the EZ ToT deterioration.
Indeed, the current EUR/USD deviation from its BEER fair value embeds widespread market
expectations that energy prices will ultimately abate in the medium term.

However, the conflict in Ukraine has radically changed the scenario for energy commodities, and
structurally higher energy prices may be the longer-term legacy of this period of high geopolitical
turmoil. We stress once again that the BEER fair value we calculated is based on the terms of trade
(and energy prices) as of 4Q21, which was less negative for the pair than it is now.

In other words, any views about a material recovery in the EUR/USD fair value need to go
hand-in-hand with the assumption that energy prices will return not just to pre-conflict
levels, but to 1H21 levels. Unless this happens, any EUR/USD strength from now on will have
to rely on rate differentials above economic fundamentals, and will bring the pair well into
expensive territory against our BEER fair value. In short, EUR/USD may not be as cheap as it
looks.
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purposes without regard to any particular user's investment objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING Group
(being for this purpose ING Group N.V. and its subsidiary and affiliated companies). The information in the publication is not an
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as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this publication comes should inform themselves about, and observe, such restrictions.

Copyright and database rights protection exists in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person
for any purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central
Bank and supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial
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this information is approved and/or communicated by ING Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is authorised by
the Prudential Regulation Authority and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority. ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England (Registration number BR000341) at 8-10
Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security
discussed herein should contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of ING, and
which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States under applicable requirements.

Additional information is available on request. For more information about ING Group, please visit http://www.ing.com.
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